
 

phoenixNAP Launches a Bare Metal Cloud Edge at American 
Tower Edge Data Center in Austin, Texas 

phoenixNAP works with American Tower to deploy cloud edge architecture for its Bare Metal 
Cloud platform in Austin, Texas 

 
Phoenix, Ariz., March 1, 2022 – phoenixNAP®, a global IT services provider offering security-
focused cloud infrastructure, dedicated servers, colocation, and specialized Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) technology solutions, today announced the launch of its Bare Metal Cloud (BMC) 
edge location in Austin, Texas. Deployed at an American Tower Edge Data Center, this location 
provides low-latency access (10 milliseconds) to Bare Metal Cloud out of the United States 
Southwest locations.  
 
As a global communications infrastructure provider, American Tower owns and operates an 
extensive portfolio of communications sites and data centers, which provide the critical 
infrastructure for numerous wireless and emerging applications. With multiple Edge Data Centers 
deployed and in development, a well-located network of larger data center facilities throughout 
the U.S. and a portfolio of approximately 43,000 U.S. tower sites, American Tower is positioned 
to leverage 5G to help businesses adopt high-bandwidth, low-latency applications and a wide 
variety of next-generation, emerging technologies.  
 
Bare Metal Cloud deployment in the American Tower Edge Data Center in Austin uses an 
innovative architecture to deliver advanced network speeds. Through multiple virtual cross-
connects to a Megaport Cloud Router, the traffic is routed from the edge to phoenixNAP’s other 
locations in the U.S., accelerating transfer speeds and connectivity. As such, Bare Metal Cloud 
edge instances are particularly convenient for next-generation workloads using 5G transports or 
services built on top of 5G. 
 
“5G workloads are the future of business, and we are adapting our service offering to meet market 
demands,” said Ian McClarty, President of phoenixNAP. “Our collaboration with American Tower 
is instrumental for us to meet this goal. Through our edge installation, we will provide low-latency 
access to Bare Metal Cloud out of most locations in the U.S. Southwest, enabling users to 
streamline latency-sensitive and high-bandwidth applications. We are excited to start the year 
with such a major announcement, and we appreciate the help and support of the American Tower 
team in making this possible.” 
 
“Our edge infrastructure is built to enable innovative service offerings for new markets, such as 
Bare Metal Cloud,” said Eric Watko, Vice President, Product Line Management, American Tower. 
“We are all witnessing the inflection point in the business ecosystem, with edge computing 
becoming essential to delivering new advanced services and applications globally. Allowing more 
businesses to innovate through technology is a mission we share with phoenixNAP.” 



 

 
phoenixNAP’s Bare Metal Cloud platform is built to enable nearly instant provisioning of 
dedicated servers on an hourly or monthly billing model. With its own API, CLI, and certified 
Infrastructure as Code modules, Bare Metal Cloud is easy to scale and manage using popular 
DevOps tools. The powerful underlying hardware ensures consistent performance, even for the 
most demanding applications.  
 
Bare Metal Cloud servers are currently available from eight strategic locations in the U.S., Europe, 
and Asia-Pacific. Through the edge location in Austin, Texas, the platform provides improved 
performance and availability for applications and solutions requiring edge presence with low 
latencies and quick scalability. 
 
To learn more about phoenixNAP’s API-driven bare metal servers, visit the Bare Metal Cloud page. 
For customized options, view phoenixNAP’s  dedicated server configurations.   
 
Bare Metal Cloud Features: 
 

• 100% dedicated resources 
• No “noisy neighbors”  
• 15 TB free bandwidth included (5 TB in Singapore) 
• 30+ server instance types 
• Up to 50 Gbps network capacity 
• 20 Gbps DDoS protection 
• Private networking options 
• Easy-to-use API and CLI tools 
• Certified Infrastructure as Code modules (Terraform, Ansible, Pulumi) 
• Pay-per-use billing, monthly and yearly reservation options 
• Global infrastructure footprint, with low-latency network access 

 
About phoenixNAP 
 
phoenixNAP® is a global IT services provider with a focus on cyber security and compliance-
readiness, whose progressive Infrastructure-as-a-Service solutions are delivered from strategic 
edge locations worldwide. Its cloud, dedicated servers, hardware leasing, and colocation options 
are built to meet always evolving IT business requirements. Providing comprehensive disaster 
recovery solutions, a DDoS-protected global network, and hybrid IT deployments with software 
and hardware-based security, phoenixNAP fully supports its clients’ business continuity planning. 
Offering scalable and resilient opex solutions with expert staff to assist, phoenixNAP supports 
growth and innovation in businesses of any size enabling their digital transformation. Visit 
www.phoenixnap.com and follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube for more 
information. 

https://phoenixnap.com/bare-metal-cloud
https://phoenixnap.com/servers/dedicated
https://phoenixnap.com/
https://twitter.com/phoenixnap/
https://www.facebook.com/phoenixnap/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/phoenix-nap/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpU_4lFpOwWdvEB9B4I_U4Q


 

phoenixNAP is a Premier Service Provider in the VMware® Cloud Provider Program and a 
Platinum Veeam® Cloud & Service Provider partner. phoenixNAP is also a PCI DSS Validated 
Service Provider and its flagship facility is SOC Type 1 and SOC Type 2 audited. 

About American Tower 
 
American Tower, one of the largest global REITs, is a leading independent owner, operator and 
developer of multitenant communications real estate with a portfolio of approximately 219,000 
communications sites and a highly interconnected footprint of U.S. data center facilities. For 
more information about American Tower, please visit www.americantower.com. 

 
Cautionary Language Regarding Forward-Looking Statements 
 
This press release contains “forward-looking statements” concerning phoenixNAP and American 
Tower’s goals, beliefs, expectations, strategies, objectives, plans, future operating results and 
underlying assumptions and other statements that are not necessarily based on historical facts. 
Actual results may differ materially from those indicated in American Tower’s forward-looking 
statements as a result of various factors, including those factors set forth in Item 1A of its Form 
10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020 under the caption “Risk Factors.” phoenixNAP and 
American Tower undertake no obligation to update the information contained in this press release 
to reflect subsequently occurring events or circumstances. 

Media Contact:  

Bojana Dobran 
Product Marketing Manager, phoenixNAP 
bojanad@phoenixnap.com 
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